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S U M M A R Y
Seismo-electromagnetic phenomena in porous media arise from seismic wave-induced fluid
motion in the pore space, which perturbs the equilibrium of the electric double layer. This
paper describes with details the original experimental apparatus built within the ultra-shielded
chamber of the Low Noise Underground Laboratory of Rustrel (France). We measured seismo-
magnetic conversions in moist sand using two induction magnetometers, and a pneumatic seis-
mic source to generate the seismic wave propagation. We ensured to avoid the magnetometer
vibrations, which could induce strong disturbances from induction origin. Interpretation of the
data is improved by an analytical description of phase velocities for fast (Pf ) and slow (Ps)
longitudinal modes, transverse mode (S) as well as the extensional mode due to the cylindrical
geometry of the sample.

The purpose of this paper is to provide elements to measure correctly coseismic seismo-
magnetic fields and to specify their amplitude. The seismic arrivals recorded in the sample
showing a 1200–1300 m s−1 velocity have been associated to P and extensional waves. The
measured seismo-magnetic arrivals show a velocity of about 800 m s−1 close to the calculated
phase velocity of S waves. Therefore, we show that the seismo-magnetic field is associated
to the transverse part of the propagation, as theoretically predicted by Pride (1994), but never
measured up to now. Moreover, the combined experimental and analytical approaches lead us
to the conclusion that the measured seismo-magnetic field is probably about 0.035 nT for a
1 m s−2 seismic source acceleration (0.1 g).

Key words: Magnetic and electrical properties; Hydrogeophysics; Acoustic properties.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Seismic wave propagation in fluid-filled porous media generates
electromagnetic phenomena due to electrokinetic couplings at the
pore scale. These conversions are due to the relative motions of
electrolyte ions with respect to the mineral surface (grains). Ori-
gin of these phenomena is generally attributed to an electrical
double (Overbeek 1952) or triple-layer (Davis et al. 1978) at the
rock/electrolyte interface. As a consequence, seismic wave propa-
gation in the porous media can be accompanied by transient electric
and magnetic fields created in the homogeneous porous medium.
Existing investigations of the seismo-electromagnetic effects ac-
count for two main kinds of electrokinetic conversions.

(1) In a homogeneous media, the pore fluid dragging ions of
the electrolyte causes an electrical convection current. This current
is naturally balanced by an equal and opposite conduction current

that establishes an electrical potential gradient. Under an oscillating
pressure source, the potential will linearly change in amplitude and
sign with the pressure. This electrical potential will be seen as a
wave travelling with the pressure, but since the total current is zero,
no electric nor magnetic field will be observed outside the area of
disturbances. This phenomena is the coseismic part of the seismo-
electromagnetic phenomena.

(2) On the other hand, when the seismic wave crosses an inter-
face, an electrical current imbalance can be induced by the contrast
of porous media properties (Garambois et al. 2002). This acts as
the source for an electromagnetic disturbance, travelling with high
speed and spreading throughout the formation.

Seismo-electromagnetic effects are especially appealing for en-
vironmental or oil exploration as they open the possibility to
characterize the fluids contained in the subsurface or in reservoir
rocks with the resolution of seismic methods. The second kind of
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seismo-electromagnetic conversion occurs at a contrast in electrical
impedance, even if there is no contrast in seismic impedance. Inter-
faces between permeable or fractured zones may be detected by the
measurement of either seismic to electric conversion (Thompson &
Gist 1993) or electric to seismic conversion (Thompson et al. 2005).
However, since the induced signals are low-amplitude signals, this
method may not be efficient to characterize very deep formations,
except in boreholes or using very high powerful seismic sources.

Over the past decades, field experiments were conducted to
characterize these seismo-electromagnetic phenomena (Thompson
1936; Martner & Sparks 1959; Broding et al. 1963; Long & Rivers
1975). Successful field experiments performed in recent years
(Butler & Russell 1993; Thompson & Gist 1993; Mikhailenko
& Soboleva 1997; Russell et al. 1997; Beamish 1999; Hunt &
Worthington 2000; Garambois & Dietrich 2001; Kepic & Rosid
2004; Thompson et al. 2005; Dupuis & Butler 2006; Dupuis et al.
2007; Haines et al. 2007a,b; Strahser et al. 2007) have stimulated
new interest in this particular mechanism. As described by Pride
(1994), analytical interpretation of these phenomena needs to con-
nect the theory of Biot (1956) for the seismic wave propagation in
a two phases medium with the Maxwell’s equations, using dynamic
electrokinetic couplings. These analytical developments opened the
possibility to numerically simulate the electrokinetic coupling phe-
nomena in homogeneous or layered saturated media (Haartsen
& Pride 1997; Haartsen et al. 1998; Singer & Fainberg 1999;
Garambois & Dietrich 2001, 2002) with applications to reservoir
geophysics (Hu & Wang 2000; Jackson et al. 2005; Singer et al.
2005; Saunders et al. 2006).

Some laboratory studies exist on the zero-frequency limit, often
referred to as the streaming potential (Ishido & Mizutani 1981;
Pozzi & Jouniaux 1994; Jouniaux & Pozzi 1995a,b, 1997; Pengra
et al. 1999; Lorne et al. 1999a,b; Jouniaux et al. 2000; Doussan
et al. 2002; Hase et al. 2003; Guichet et al. 2003, 2006). Applying
a sinusoidal fluid pressure, some authors studied the frequency-
dependence of the streaming potential (Packard 1953; Cooke 1955;
Reppert et al. 2001). These measurements on sand or core sam-
ples showed that the electrokinetic effect is particularly sensitive to
the fluid conductivity, to the fluid-pH and to the water-saturation
state. However, few laboratory experiments have been performed
on dynamic seismo-electric conversions (Parkhomenko & Tsze-San
1964; Gaskarov & Parkhomenko 1974; Chandler 1981; Mironov
et al. 1994; Jiang et al. 1998; Ageeva et al. 1999; Zhu et al. 2000)
some of them focusing on laboratory borehole measurements (Zhu
et al. 1999; Zhu & Toksöz 2003, 2005). Recently, Chen & Mu
(2005) as well as Block & Harris (2006) confirmed that a seis-
mic wave crossing an interface induces an electromagnetic field,
with electrokinetic origin, by measuring the associated electric
field.

Most of these field and laboratory studies have concentrated on
measurements of electrical fields as they require simple and cheap
instrumentation. The investigation of seismo-magnetic fields has
received much less attention, mainly because of the complex ap-
paratus for measuring low magnetic fluxes. As suggested by Pride
& Haartsen (1996), the seismo-electric field E has to be associ-
ated to the whole seismic field whereas the seismo-magnetic field
B is coupled to transverse modes (S waves). To our knowledge,
no study succeeded to confirm the theoretically predicted seismo-
magnetic field: neither its existence nor its magnitude. In a recent
short paper Bordes et al. (2006) announced that seismo-magnetic
couplings were measurable at least in low magnetic noise environ-
ment and consistent with these theoretical predictions. In this paper,
the seismic, seismo-electric and seismo-magnetic field were com-

pared, but these preliminary results were not fully interpreted and
seismo-magnetic amplitudes were not given.

To go further, this paper describes with details the original exper-
imental apparatus and presents arguments to give seismo-magnetic
amplitudes. This experiment was built in the ultra-shielded chamber
of the Low Noise Underground Laboratory of Rustrel (France) to
measure seismo-electromagnetics of the coseismic type. It is shown
that very weak residual vibrations can generate strong disturbing
coseismic signals that could be misinterpreted. We point out that
devices for seismo-magnetic couplings measurements have to be
very carefully designed for experimental measurements as well as
for field investigations.

The major difficulty blocking access to seismomagnetic ampli-
tudes is due to magnetometers, which are sensitive both to radial
and azimuthal components of the magnetic field. As this depen-
dence differs strongly according to the component (10 V nT−1 for
radial and 10 mV nT−1 for azimuthal component), the access to
real amplitudes can be a difficult task. However, analytical devel-
opments adapted to our experiment configuration showed that the
radial component is negligible. It allowed to provide an estimation
of the measured seismomagnetic field amplitude around 0.035 nT
for a 1 m s−2 seismic source.

2 S E I S M I C T O E L E C T RO M A G N E T I C
F I E L D C O N V E R S I O N : T H E O R E T I C A L
B A C KG RO U N D

The equations governing the coupled seismic and electromagnetic
wave propagation in a fluid-saturated porous medium have been de-
veloped by Pride (1994). In his work, this author derived a complete
set of nine macroscopic equations, grouping into four Maxwell’s and
three poroelastic equations which are connected by two transport
relations (Pride 1994) eqs 250 and 251:

J = σ (ω)E + L(ω)
(−∇ p + ω2ρ f us

)
. (1)

−iωw = L(ω)E + k(ω)

η

(−∇ p + ω2ρ f us

)
. (2)

In eq. (1), the macroscopic electrical current density J is written as
the sum of the average conduction and streaming current densities.
Similarly, the fluid flux w of eq. (2) is separated into electrically
and mechanically induced contributions. The electrical fields and
mechanical forces that generate the current density J and fluid flux
w are, respectively, E and (−∇ p + iω2ρ f us), where p is the pore–
fluid pressure, us is the solid displacement, and E is the electric
field. In the above relationships, ρ f is the pore–fluid density, η is
the fluid’s shear viscosity, and ω is the angular frequency. The most
important parameter in eqs (1) and (2) is the complex and frequency-
dependent electrokinetic coupling coefficient L(ω), which describes
the coupling between the seismic and electromagnetic fields (Pride
1994; Reppert et al. 2001):

L(ω) = L0

[
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where the static electrokinetic coupling is given by:

L0 = − φ

α∞

εr f ζ

η

(
1 − 2

d

�

)
, (4)

where m and � are geometrical parameters of the pores given in
Table C1, φ is the porosity, α∞ the tortuosity, d the Debye length
and εr f the dielectric constant of the fluid. The critical angular
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frequency ωc defined in the Biot’s theory separates the viscous and
inertial flow domains. Its value depends on the permeability k0:

ωc = φ

α∞k0

η

ρ f
. (5)

The remaining two coefficients σ (ω) and k(ω) of eqs (1) and
(2), represent the electric conductivity and dynamic permeability
of the porous material, respectively. These coefficients are detailed
in Appendix Section A1. The most influencing parameter on the
electrokinetic coupling coefficient (eqs 3 and 4) is the electrical
potential at the rock/fluid interface (called zeta potential), (itself
depending on fluid composition, pH) and formation factor (Davis
et al. 1978; Ishido & Mizutani 1981; Jouniaux & Pozzi 1995a;
Lorne et al. 1999a; Jouniaux et al. 2000; Guichet et al. 2006).

In light of Pride’s theory, Garambois & Dietrich (2001) expressed
the electric and magnetic fields E and H as a function of the seismic
displacement u. In case of plane waves propagating in the homoge-
neous medium at seismic frequencies (ω < ωc), they found:

E � 1

σ f

ε0 ρ f κ f ζ

η

(
1 − ρ

ρ f

C

H

)
ü (6)

for displacements associated to the longitudinal fast (type I)
P-waves (Biot 1956, 1962), and

|H| � φ

α∞

ε0 ρ f κ f |ζ |
η

√
G

ρ
|u̇| (7)

for displacements associated to transverse SH and SV waves.
Note that the seismo-magnetic field is coupled to the transverse

propagation mode. The in-line component E of the electric field
accompanying the compressional waves is, therefore, approximately
proportional to the grain acceleration. In expressions 6 and 7, ε0

is the vacuum’s dielectric constant and σ f represents the fluid’s
electric conductivity, G is the shear modulus of the framework, φ is
the porosity, and ρ is the bulk density. The tortuosity α∞ represents a
geometrical factor depending on the pore structure and orientation,
and is usually taken equal to the product of the porosity by the
formation factor. The definitions of the C and H moduli are those
of Biot (1962) (Appendix Section A1).

However, boundary conditions can produce significant effects
on the seismic propagation and have to be taken into account for
the seismo-electromagnetic interpretations. In the experiment de-
scribed afterwards, the sand is placed in a cylindrical column. There-
fore, extensional modes have to be taken into account. As an illus-
tration, analytical solutions of the seismo-electromagnetic fields are
developed in Appendix B. Moreover, we will show in Section 5 that
the vertical seismic excitation should induce an azimuthal magnetic
field in such a configuration.

3 E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P

3.1 Underground low magnetic noise laboratory

Since the decommissioning of the ground-based component of the
French nuclear missile system, the underground control chamber
has been turned into an underground low magnetic noise labo-
ratory. The Laboratoire Souterrain à Bas Bruit (LSBB, Rustrel
France) presents very low electromagnetic noise conditions which
give the possibility to perform very sensitive electromagnetic mea-
surements. At the deepest point (500 m below the surface), a non-
conventional shielded cylindrical capsule is embedded without any

Figure 1. Sensitive part of the experiment (sample and magnetometers) is
located within the ultra-shielded chamber of the laboratory whereas devices
generating electromagnetic disturbances are located outside. The ambient
magnetic noise is lower than 2 f T/

√
Hz above 10 Hz within the chamber

(adapted from http://lsbb.unice.fr).

μ-metal. The chamber is suspended on massive springs cutting off
low frequency ground motions with a residual electromagnetic noise
lower than 2 f T/

√
Hz above 10 Hz (Waysand et al. 1999; Gaffet

et al. 2003). To preserve these outstanding conditions, sensitive
parts of the experiment including sample, seismic source and sen-
sors, are located within the ultra-shielded chamber. On the contrary,
the instruments generating electromagnetic disturbances (elec-
tronic devices) are placed outside the chamber, within the corridor
(Fig. 1).

3.2 Characteristics of the porous medium

Physico-chemical properties of the mineral grains are of the highest
importance on seismo-electromagnetic couplings. Especially, the
grains have to be poorly soluble to avoid increasing of the fluid con-
ductivity and decreasing of the electrokinetic coupling (see eq. 6).
Consequently, we chose a highly referenced medium for mechani-
cal, electrical and chemical properties composed with 99 per cent of
silica. A Plexyglas column 104 cm long and 8 cm diameter (Fig. 2,
part A) is filled with Fontainebleau sand that can be imbibed from
below with demineralized water to obtain high electrokinetic cou-
plings (Guichet et al. 2003; Lorne et al. 1999a). The sand was highly
compacted by about 1500 hammer shots during the filling in order
to limit the high frequency attenuation. The measured permeability
of the sand is 5.8 × 10−12 m2, its electrical resistivity is 22 k� m,
and the water conductivity is 3.1 mS m−1 with a pH of 6.55 at
20.5 ◦C.

The bulk density of the sand (1.77 × 103 kg m−3) has been mea-
sured by weighing during the filling. By comparing to the bulk
density of silica (2.65 × 103 kg m−3), we obtain the total porosity
of the sand (33 per cent) which is constant along the sample. On
the other hand, the volume of water imbibed in the sand does not
exceed 1.9 L. The sand has been fluid filled by imbibition from a
water tank connected to the lower extremity. This procedure does
not allow to acquire a fully saturated sample, but rather in the range
of 80–95 per cent.
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Figure 2. (A) The magnetometers and the Plexyglas column are fixed on two different stands; (B) the induction magnetometers consist in two focusing cores
and induction coils and (C) radial sensitivity of magnetometers is around 10 V nT−1 and azimuthal sensitivity is around 10 mV nT−1 (grey and black lines are,
respectively, attributed to lower and upper magnetometer.

3.3 Experimental setup within the ultra-shielded chamber

Seismic wave propagation is generated by a pneumatic seismic
source (Bordes et al. 2006) able to reproduce a large number of
identical impacts within a few minutes. This system was carefully
designed to be free of electromagnetic noise and to allow stacking in
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The impact is obtained by
launching a ruby ball on a granite plate. The time source function is
recorded by an accelerometer fixed on the plate and exhibits a broad
band spectra from 150 Hz to 10 kHz (Bordes et al. 2006). Seismic
excitation is vertically polarized and the seismic propagation con-
tains longitudinal (compressive), transverse (shear) and extensional
modes.

Seismo-magnetic couplings associated to the seismic propagation
can be measured with two induction magnetometers. The first one,
in the upper position, can be placed in seven different locations
whereas the second one is fixed as a reference position (Fig. 2,
part A). Each magnetometer is divided into two elements (Fig. 2,
part B) which can be splitted to be placed around the column without
any contact with the sample. Each element consists in a magnetic
core focussing magnetic fluxes. These fluxes generate induction
currents in the coils that are finally amplified and recorded.

These magnetometers are sensitive both to radial and azimuthal
components of the magnetic field and the output consists in one
channel. As a consequence, getting real amplitudes needs to expect
or at least to assume a field polarization. Sensitivities are given in
Fig. 2(part C), where grey and black lines represent, respectively,
lower and upper magnetometer. The radial sensitivity was calibrated
by measuring magnetic fluxes generated by a calibration coil placed
in the symmetry axis of the magnetometers. It is almost constant,
nearly 10 V nT−1, in the 100–1000 Hz range. The azimuthal sensi-
tivity was calibrated by measuring fluxes generated by a vertical wire

in the magnetometer’s symetry axis and is rounded to 10 mV nT−1

in order to give an order of magnitude of azimuthal fields.

3.4 Remote control of the experimental setup

To avoid strong electromagnetic disturbances from electronic de-
vices, the whole experiment was remote controlled from the corridor
of the laboratory (Fig. 3). It includes the seismic source driving, the
charge amplifier of the accelerometer, and the acquisition system.
All measurements were performed using a 24 bit seismic recorder
(Geometrics StrataVisor NZ) using a 21 μs time sampling rate. The
source driving system consists in an electrovalve supplied by a pulse
generator (24 V /256 ms) whose input is protected from a possible
discharge of the coil by a freewheel diode. This driving system is
enclosed in a ground connected shielding box to avoid the transmis-
sion of electromagnetic disturbances from the electrovalve to the
acquisition wires.

4 S E I S M O - M A G N E T I C
M E A S U R E M E N T S

4.1 Necessity of exceptional care for seismo-magnetic
measurements

Seismo-magnetic measurements need carefully designed experi-
mental apparatus to avoid electromagnetic disturbances. Especially,
it is essential to avoid those due to the seismic triggering. All distur-
bances occurring using the seismic source trigger would be stacked
and could distort or mask real signals. Indeed as the permanent
magnetic field is 10 times smaller than in usual conditions, the mov-
ing of conductive or magnetic material can generate some strong
disturbances from induction origin. Thus, the stainless steel ball and
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Evidence of the theoretically predicted seismo-magnetic conversion 493

Figure 3. General scheme of the experiment showing devices located within and outside the underground shielded chamber.

the metallic spring we choose at the beginning of the experiment
was replaced by a ruby ball and a rubber band in the final free
noise seismic source. Moreover, all metallic screws of the experi-
mental apparatus were replaced by nylon screws. Only the copper
tube of the seismic source, poorly moving and non-magnetic, was
preserved to be ground-connected and avoid an electrostatic charge
accumulation.

Once this simple care taken, most serious disturbances occur
when the magnetometer standing have mechanical contacts with
the sample. Indeed, if vibrations due to the seismic propagation are
transmitted to the magnetometers, a transient magnetic field is mea-
sured but is not related to any electrokinetic origin. These signals,
due to the transient moving of the magnetometer in the perma-
nent magnetic field, cannot be distinguished from electrokinetically
generated seismo-magnetic field.

The experimental apparatus was anticipated to avoid these dis-
turbances: the magnetometers and the sample were fixed on two
different stands (Fig. 2, part A). Thereby, there is no contact be-
tween the sample and the magnetometers (Fig. 2, part B). However,
residual seismic waves can be transmitted to the floor and then to the
magnetometer stand. To illustrate this phenomena, we recorded the
horizontal and vertical residual vibrations of the upper magnetome-
ter occurring after one shot (Fig. 4). This simple test clearly shows
that the magnetometer’s vibrations are very weak and measurable by
accelerometers (<2 × 10−3 m s−2 on the horizontal but negligible
on the vertical accelerometer, part A). In this case, corresponding
magnetic signals show a strong 80 Hz/8 mV signal probably corre-
sponding to the resonant frequency of the magnetometers stands.
This phenomena can be strongly attenuated by introducing a sound-
proofing protection on the floor (Fig. 4 part B) but cannot be totally
cancelled (in the range of 2 mV). In the next section, it will be shown
that these disturbances are delayed with respect to the seismic prop-
agation in the sample and are out of the time window of interest
(0–2 ms).

4.2 Results

The existence of the theoretically predicted seismo-magnetic con-
versions can be studied by comparing seismic and magnetic signals
in dry and moist sand. Such a comparison allows to separate as an
evidence coherent magnetic signals identified as disturbances from

those generated by electrokinetic effects. Indeed, the electrokinetic
effects occur only when water is present (Guichet et al. 2003), as
shown in the Fig. 5. Seismo-magnetic sections presented were ob-
tained by stacking 100 records of the upper magnetometer at the
seven possible locations. Corresponding seismic records obtained
on an identical apparatus are given to show the comparison of seis-
mic and seismo-magnetic propagations. The grey zone is jointly
defined for seismic and magnetic sections only to highlight the
location of first arrivals.

All sections are trace by trace normalized to emphasize the prop-
agation phenomena. This figure clearly shows that coherent mag-
netic arrivals appear when the sand is fluid-filled. This comparison
of measurements in dry and moist sand gives arguments to show the
electrokinetic origin of the transient magnetic field. These seismo-
magnetic signals are the first kind of the seismo-magnetic con-
version, and are travelling with the seismic wave within the moist
sand.

4.2.1 Comments on amplitudes

In order to find a representative event in the seismic and magnetic
sections, we picked the negative polarity of first arrival as it is the
cleanest in the seismo-magnetic records. The maximum negative
amplitudes were measured within the grey area and plotted on the
right of each section. Furthermore, the occurrence of seismomag-
netic phenomena in fluid-filling sand is highlighted by the compari-
son of the first arrival amplitude (black line) with the average noise
level recorded before the impact (grey line). In order to respect a
meticulous interpretation of the data, the maximum amplitude val-
ues correspond to the output of the magnetometer (mV). Indeed, the
discussion on real magnetic amplitudes needs a complete analytical
discussion given in Section 5.

As evoked above, Garambois & Dietrich (2001) showed that
seismo-magnetic signals are proportional to the S-waves grain ve-
locity in the low frequency approximation. Using the same proce-
dure, we show in Appendix B that the azimuthal seismo-magnetic
field should be proportional to the radial grain velocity associated
to transverse waves. In the moist sand the amplitude of the seismo-
magnetic signal decreases from the top to the bottom of the column,
mainly because the seismic energy decreases from the impact seis-
mic source. Full waveform of seismic and seismo-magnetic signals
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Figure 4. Disturbances due to weak vibrations of the magnetometers occurring after one shot, normalized for a 1 m s−2 seismic source. This simple test clearly
shows that the magnetometer’s vibrations are very weak and barely measurable but generate some strong transient magnetic signals (part A). This phenomena
can be strongly attenuated by introducing a soundproofing protection on the floor (part B).

are similar, however, a complete comparison of magnetic and seis-
mic fields would be not appropriate in this case. Indeed, the seismic
source generates P, S and extensional waves, but the different seis-
mic modes can not be separated because of the too small sample
length and because accelerometers measure the axial component of
the grain acceleration. Thus, it is impossible to choose an event in
the seismic signals that could be directly associated to S waves and
compared to the seismo-magnetic field.

The comparison of the magnetic amplitudes in dry and moist
sand shows as an evidence that the seismo-magnetic conversions
are very weak. A comparison of maximum amplitudes of the grey
zones in magnetic signals show that signals in moist sand (0.3 mV at
10 cm) are only 6 times larger than in dry sand (0.05 mV at 10 cm).
It is interesting to note that the signal to noise ratio is better in moist
sand, partly due to a lower noise level in moist sand. Indeed, real
noise amplitudes measured before the triggering are significantly
lower in moist (0.02 mV) than in dry sand (0.05 mV).

The conversion to real magnetic amplitude values needs the as-
sumption of a purely azimuthal or radial field. According to the
major polarization of the magnetic field, this amplitude could vary
from 0.035 pT to 0.035 nT for a 1 m s−2 seismic source. This topic
will be discussed in the light of the analytical approach of seismo-
electromagnetic fields of the Section 5.

4.2.2 Comments on propagation velocities

One of the most significant results is obtained by comparing seismic
and seismo-magnetic propagation velocities by picking first breaks

on enlarged views of the seismic and magnetic sections (Fig. 6). A
careful analysis in the [0–1.5 ms] window of the magnetic records
on dry and moist sand shows a residual disturbance arising at t =
0 s. This phenomenon exhibits amplitude of the same order as the
signal. Then, it is invisible on the one shot record but appears after
the stacking procedure. It is due to the seismic triggering and can be
due to cross-talk (from time source function recording) or to elec-
tromagnetic disturbances by the impact. This disturbance has to be
eliminated, or at least attenuated, to enable the computing of the ap-
parent velocity of the seismo-magnetic wave within the compacted
sand. In order to minimize this phenomenon, the lower magnetome-
ter was used as a reference. The subtraction of the reference from
each point of measurement improves the data by minimizing the
disturbance and unmasking the first breaks of interest (Fig. 6).

This subtraction enables us to deduce the apparent velocity of
the seismo-magnetic field (791 ± 80 m s−1) with a better signal-to-
noise ratio. This velocity can be compared to the significantly faster
seismic velocities. The measured seismic velocities are almost the
same in dry (1201 ± 85 m s−1) and moist sand (1328 ± 94 m s−1).
These values are consistent with P-waves velocities measured by
Elliott & Wiley (1975) in partially saturated compacted sample
(Ottawa sand, porosity 30 per cent).

The fact that any significative increase in seismic velocity with
fluid filling is not observed is consistent with laboratory measure-
ments of Knight & Nolen-Hoeksema (1990). They showed that the
behaviour of the P-wave velocity with increasing water-saturation
within sandstones strongly depends on the means used to saturate
the porous medium. In the imbibition case, the P-wave velocity is
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Figure 5. Comparison of seismic and seismo-magnetic measurements on dry and moist compacted sand showing the evidence of coherent magnetic arrival in
the moist sand. The seismo-magnetic signal is referenced to the lower magnetometer.

Figure 6. Zoom on first break of the seismic and seismo-magnetic measurements (trace/trace normalized). The seismo-magnetic gradient representation
improves the velocity resolution by partly substracting the disturbance occurring around t = 0 s. Apparent velocities in moist sand are measured to be
1328 ± 94 m s−1 for seismic wave and 791 ± 80 m s−1 for the seismo-magnetic wave.

increased only after 80 per cent of water-saturation (and is con-
stant below), whereas in drainage conditions the P-wave velocity
is increased with water-content as soon as 45 per cent of water
saturation (see also Gist 1994). Since the seismic velocities in our
dry and moist sand are the same (given the associated errors), and
because we are in imbibition conditions, we can deduce that the
sand is partly saturated, probably with a maximum of 80–85 per
cent of water saturation.

In this section, we proved that seismo-magnetic phenomena in
partly saturated sand have an electrokinetic origin. The velocity

of the seismo-magnetic field is measured to be lower than the
seismic velocity. In order to improve interpretations of velocities
and to better understand seismomagnetic amplitudes, an analytical
approach of the seismo-electromagnetic couplings including the
geometrical characteristics of our experimental setup is proposed.
Indeed, under a vertical seismic excitation in a cylindrical
porous medium, specific modes can be generated due to the
presence of the free cylindrical surface. In the next section we
calculate the extensional phase velocity and deduce that the fast
seismic arrivals are associated to the P and extensional waves,
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and that the slower seismo-magnetic arrivals are associated to
S
wave.

5 A NA LY T I C A L A P P ROA C H F O R
S E I S M O - E L E C T RO M A G N E T I C F I E L D S
I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S

The description of the complete seismic propagation needs to take
into account the fast (P f ) and slow (P s) longitudinal modes, the
transverse modes (S) as well as the specific modes due to the cylin-
drical free surface. Considering the axial seismic excitation, we
assume that these specific modes are only extension and we ne-
glect flexion and torsion (Dunn 1986). The goal of this analytical
approach is to evaluate expected phase velocities of the different
waves, in order to identify which waves are converted into seismo-
electromagnetic fields. We show that V ext and VP f are very close
unless the sand is not totally fluid-filled. Moreover, we show that in
a cylindrical porous medium under a vertical excitation, the induced
seismo-magnetic field should be azimuthal.

5.1 Seismic velocities of body waves

In order to compute the phase velocity of the extensional mode,
the bulk (K fr) and shear (G) frame moduli of the sand have to be
estimated. Then, K fr can be deduced from inversion of the measured
P f wave velocity. Indeed, suitable moduli can be calculated from
observations using expressions of phase velocities:

VP f = 1

Re(sP f )
VPs = 1

Re(sPs)
VS = 1

Re(sS)
(8)

where s Pf , s Ps and s S are slownesses of P f , P s and S waves from
Pride & Haartsen (1996) (eqs A14, A15 and A16 of Appendix A.2).

As it was evoked above, our fluid-filling method (imbibition)
does not enable us to obtain a fully saturated sample and the seis-
mic velocities in dry and moist sand are very close. Indeed, Knight
& Nolen-Hoeksema (1990) showed that during the imbibition pro-
cedure, the P f wave velocity is quite constant until the saturation
coefficient exceeds 85 per cent. A computation of phase velocities
needs to take into account the partial saturation. Since the veloc-
ity change is negligible in the 0–80 per cent saturation range, a
first order approximation of the frame modulus can be obtained
by considering that the fluid is totally replaced by air. In this case,
the computation of the P f -wave velocity from expressions 8 ver-
sus frame modulus shows that the measured 1250 m s−1 velocity
corresponds to a unique value of the frame modulus K fr = 1.2 ×

Figure 7. Computation of the seismic velocities from versus frame modulus K fr in the dry and water saturated cases (Pride & Haartsen 1996) . Considering
the measured P f velocity (1250 m s−1), the corresponding frame modulus of the sand can be estimated to 1.2 GPa. The calculated S wave velocity, deduced
from this K fr value, is near 860 m s−1.

109 Pa (Fig. 7). This value is larger than the usually assumed values
for sand, which are around [0.1–0.5 GPa] (Garambois & Dietrich
2001; Block & Harris 2003, 2006; Karner et al. 2003). However
this value is within the range [0–4.2 GPa] proposed by Hickey &
Sabatier (1997) for modelling water-saturated sand.

On the other hand, the shear modulus G � 1.32 × 109 Pa can
be inferred considering the ratio K fr/G = 0.9 from Murphy et al.
(1993) for quartzic granular media. This computation shows that
the S-wave velocity can be estimated to 860 m s−1 from these de-
duced moduli in the dry sand (Fig. 7). Assuming that this first order
inversion in dry sand can not introduce strong errors, the calculated
frame bulk and shear moduli values will be used in the next section
to compute the phase velocity of the extensional mode.

5.2 Extensional modes

Considering the vertical seismic source, some specific modes can
be generated on the free cylindrical surface of the sample from
interferences of P and S waves. Extensional modes occuring in water
saturated porous media have been early studied by Gardner (1962)
for quantitative interpretation of seismic velocities in resonant bars.
Using this approach, numerical computation of Dunn (1986) show
specific dispersion and attenuation effects in cylindrical samples of
sandstones. In this case, the phase velocity of extensional modes is
smaller than P f but larger than S wave phase velocity. A first order
approximation of the extensional phase velocity can be obtained
from the bar velocity given by:

Vext =
√

E

ρ
, (9)

where E is the Young’s modulus usually defined in elastic media,
and can be measured for rock samples as the slope of an axial stress
versus axial strain curve from a deformation test. We can use this
expression for the porous media by substituting the elastic moduli
K by the equivalent Gassman moduli K G :

E = 9 KG G

3KG + G
, (10)

where K G , the Gassman’s modulus defined in Appendix C and
A1, represents the equivalent K modulus for the porous media. A
prediction of the phase velocities in the partially saturated sand can
be obtained by using an average on the density ρ f and the bulk
modulus K f versus the saturation coefficient Sw:

ρ f (Sw) = Sw ρwater + (1 − Sw) ρair (11)
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Figure 8. Comparison of the phase velocities of P f , extension and S waves
versus saturation coefficient. The P and extensional waves can not be dis-
tinguished by velocity measurements.

K f (Sw) =
[

Sw

Kwater
+ 1 − Sw

Kair

]−1

. (12)

In the following expressions, we will take into account the partial
saturation by substituting K f and ρ f by their average values. Fi-
nally, an estimation of the extension’s phase velocity in the partially
saturated sample can be computed from:

Vext(Sw) =
√

9 KG(Sw) G

ρ(Sw) [ 3KG(Sw) + G ]
. (13)

A computation of eqs (11), (12), (13) and (8), respectively, pre-
dicts 1250 and 1260 m s−1 phase velocities for extensional and P
waves in dry sand (Fig. 8). These velocities, respectively, increase
to 1315 and 2050 m s−1 for the water-saturated sand. This result
is consistent with the work of Dunn (1986) showing a V ext/V S =
1.6 ratio. The P-wave velocity is strongly increased by water only
when approaching the water-saturation state. Since the extensional
waves are induced by interferences of S and P waves, the exten-
sional wave is also fastened. Finally, this computation clearly shows
that the P f and extension modes are very difficult to distinguish in
partial saturation conditions, at least by considering the first break
of seismic arrival. Thus, the seismic arrivals recorded in the sample
showing a 1200/1300 m s−1 velocity will be associated to P and
extensional waves. Slow events with 800/900 m s−1 velocities will
be associated to S-waves.

5.3 Seismo-magnetic field polarization

As a complement of the seismic velocities analysis, a complete
formulation of seismo-electromagnetic fields is required to pro-
pose a correct interpretation of the measurements, especially for
the seismo-magnetic field polarization and magnitude. Seismo-
electromagnetic fields can be expressed from seismic displacements
via appropriate coefficients for each propagation mode (Pride &
Haartsen 1996). As reminded in Appendix B, displacements asso-
ciated to P f and P s waves are described by the scalar potentials
φ f and φ s whereas S waves displacements can be represented by
the vector potential  S .

The seismo-magnetic field is derived from the Maxwell equation:

H = − i

ω μ
(∇ × E) , (14)

where μ is the magnetic permeability of the free space, and H and
E are, respectively, the seismo-magnetic and seismo-electric fields.
Indeed, the purely longitudinal part of the seismic propagation (P
waves) does not contribute to the seismo-magnetic field and only
S and extensional waves can produce coseismic magnetic effects.
In appendix B, we showed that the seismo-magnetic field generated
from S waves (H S) and from extensional waves (H ext) are expressed
by:

Hs,θ = − φ

α∞

ε0 κ f ζ

η
ρ f

√
G

ρ

dus,r

dt
(15)

and

He,θ = − φ

α∞

ε0 κ f ζ

η
ρ f

√
E

ρ

dus,r

dt
. (16)

Whatever the origin of the seismo-magnetic field is, the only non-
zero component is the azimuthal one and the analytical prediction
shows that the measured magnetic field should be azimuthal. Even
if it is not possible to rule out very weak radial perturbations, it
is reasonable to assume that they are negligible. These results are
consistent with the study of Hu & Wang (2000) for a fluid-filled
borehole and give fundamental arguments for the interpretation of
the seismo-magnetic measurements. Indeed, it is possible to assume
that the quantification of amplitudes needs to take into account the
azimuthal sensitivity of the magnetometers.

6 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N

The exceptional environment and facilities of the Low Noise Un-
derground Laboratory of Rustrel gave us the possibility to build
a carefully designed experimental setup for seismo-magnetic mea-
surements in moist sand. The seismic arrivals recorded in the sample
shows a 1328 ± 94 m s−1 velocity and have been associated to P and
extensional waves in the partially saturated sand. We calculated a
S-wave velocity of 800–900 m s−1. The measured seismo-magnetic
arrivals shows a velocity of about 791 ± 80 m s−1. Therefore, we
propose that the seimo-magnetic field is electrokinetically induced
and is associated to S-wave propagation. This was theoretically
predicted by Pride (1994), but never measured up to now.

Magnetic measurements were performed with two induction
magnetometers whose radial and azimuthal resolution are, respec-
tively, around 10 V nT−1 and 10 mV nT−1 for a maximal amplitude
of 0.3 mV in output of the magnetometers. Applying the Pride’s the-
ory for seismo-electromagnetic couplings, we show that the seismo-
magnetic field is purely azimuthal. Even if it is very difficult to rule
out the possibility of very weak non-axial vibrations, generating
radial magnetic field, it is reasonable to conclude that the measured
amplitudes are in the order of 0.035 nT for a 1 m s−2 seismic source.
Further studies, implying the measurement of the three compo-
nents of the magnetic field, are necessary to definitely conclude
on the seismo-magnetic amplitudes. In order to better understand
the seismo-magnetic conversions, further numerical, field and lab-
oratory investigations are needed. To this end, the LSBB facili-
ties give exceptional possibility to measure seismo-electromagnetic
couplings in porous media.

Usual field seismic sources are explosives, vibroseis or sledge-
hammer blows which induce accelerations values in the range of
0.05–100 m s−2 (Table 2). In the assumption of amplitudes about
0.03 nT for a 1 m s−2 seismic source, field seismo-magnetic mea-
surements could be performed out of the low noise environment.
Nevertheless, extra care has to be taken to ensure the electrokinetic
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Table 1. Values of the parameters used for computations. Electrokinetic
coupling measured by Guichet et al. (2003) on Fontainebleau sand was
converted to the measured fluid conductivity. α is assumed = 3.

Measured parameters

φ k0 σ f C ek from Guichet et al. (2003)

(m2) (S m−1) (V Pa−1)
0.3 5.8 × 10−12 3.1 × 10−3 −6545 × 10−9

Assumed parameters

ρ f ρ s (silica) η K s K f

(kg m−3) (kg m−3) (Pa s) (Pa) (Pa)

Water 1000 2650 0.001 36 × 109 2.22 × 109

Air 1.2 18 × 10−6 0.15 × 106

Table 2. Measured acceleration versus source–receiver distance for different
seismic sources (personal data). The terrestrial air gun (Vesdun en Berry,
France) consists in an air gun placed in an artificial basin.

Source type Source–receiver distance Measured acceleration (g)
(m) (m s−2)

Terrestrial Air Gun 15 0.5
Explosives (200 g) 7.5 96
Sledgehammer blow 10 0.05
Vibroseis (P-waves) 5 3 (vertical)
Vibroseis (S-waves) 5 4 (horizontal)

origin of the measurements. Especially, magnetometers have to be
isolated from ground motions as well as from coherent electro-
magnetic noise. Thus, borehole measurements would be very diffi-
cult, because of unavoidable contacts between the tool and the mud
transmitting ground vibrations. Nevertheless, subsurface measure-
ments could be performed with ingenious experimental apparatus
including a strong stacking procedure to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio.
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A P P E N D I X A : P R I D E ’ S T H E O RY F O R S E I S M O - E L E C T RO M A G N E T I C C O U P L I N G S

A1 Mechanical and transport macroscopic equations

The Biot’s theory is the correct general model governing poroelastic response (Pride & Berryman 1998; Pain et al. 2005; Masson et al.
2006). Poroelastic response allows for the coupled interactions between the elastic deformation of a porous solid and the fluid flow and fluid
accumulation in the same material. The Pride’s theory for the seismo-electromagnetic couplings is based on the connexion of the Biot’s and
Maxwell’s equations via electrokinetic couplings. This theory is, therefore, suitable for the fluid flow induced by seismic wave. Pride (1994)
obtained macroscopic equations governing mechanical motion, charge transport and electromagnetism laws characterizing the full wave
propagation field. All notations used in this section are explicited in Appendix C. The mechanical equations are obtained via a generalized
Biot’s law taking into account the boundary conditions at the pore scale:

∇ · τB = −ω2
(
ρus + ρ f w

)
(A1)

τB = (KG∇ · us + C∇ · w) I + G

(
∇us + ∇us

T − 2

3
∇ · usI

)
(A2)

−p = C∇ · us + M∇ · w, (A3)

where τ B is the stress tensor, I is the identity matrix, us is the displacement of the solid and w is the average volume filtration. And K G , C ,
M and � are poroelastic constants defined by:

KG = K f r + φK f + (1 + φ)Ks�

1 + �
(A4)

C = K f + Ks�

1 + �
(A5)

M = K f

φ(1 + �)
(A6)

� = K f

φK 2
s

[
(1 − φ)Ks − K f r

]
. (A7)

The frame bulk modulus K fr is the reverse of the compressibility, itself being a measure of the volumetric strain resulting from an applied
change in pressure (Hart & Wang 1995).

In Section 2 the eqs (1) and (2) refere to complex dynamic parameters such as electrokinetic coupling L(ω), permeability k(ω) and effective
conductivity σ (ω):

L(ω) = L0

[
1 − i

ω

ωc

m

4

(
1 − 2

d

�

)2 (
1 − i3/2d

√
ωρ f

η

)2
]− 1

2

, (A8)

where the static electrokinetic coupling is given by:

L0 = − φ

α∞

εr f ζ

η

(
1 − 2

d

�

)
, (A9)

where m and � are geometrical parameters of the pores given in Table C1. The critical angular frequency ωc separates the viscous and inertial
flow domains and is defined by:

ωc = φ

α∞k0

η

ρ f
. (A10)

Assuming that the d/� term is negligible, L0 parameter can be expressed versus electrokinetic coupling C ek from electrofiltration
measurements (Guichet et al. 2003). Then:

L0 = − φ

α∞
Cek σ f = −Cek σr . (A11)

Expression of the effective conductivity of the material introduces surface conduction effects due to electrofiltration (C em) and electro-
osmotic (C os) effects:

σ (ω) = φ σ f

α∞

[
1 + 2

Cem + Cos(ω)

σ f �

]
. (A12)

At last, the dynamic permeabilty of the porous media (Johnson et al. 1987) depends on the observed frequency, especially for very high
frequencies:

k(ω) = k0

[√
1 − i

ω

ωc

4

m
− i

ω

ωc

]−1

. (A13)
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A2 Phase velocities of body waves

The phase velocities analysis used in this paper is based on the formulation of Pride & Haartsen (1996) in the low frequency domain. This
approach has been developed for seismoelectric studies, but in the case L(ω) = 0 the phase velocities are equivalent to the Biot’s results
(1956). Slowness are expressed in the case of plane longitudinal and transverse waves:

For the fast P waves:

2s2
P f = γ −

√
γ 2 − 4ρ̃ρ

M H − C2

[
ρt

ρ
+ ρ̃L(ω)2

ε̃

]
. (A14)

For the slow P waves:

2s2
Ps = γ +

√
γ 2 − 4ρ̃ρ

M H − C2

[
ρt

ρ
+ ρ̃L(ω)2

ε̃

]
, (A15)

where

γ = ρM + ρ̃H [1 + ρ
L(ω)2

ε̃
] − 2ρ f C

M H − C2
. (A16)

For the S waves:

2s2
S = ρt

G
+ μ0ε̃

[
1 + ρ̃L(ω)2

ε̃

]

+
√{

ρt

G
− μ0ε̃

[
1 + ρ̃L(ω)2

ε̃

]}2

− 4μ0

ρ2
f L(ω)2

G
,

(A17)

where H = K G + 4 G is an elastic modulus, ρ t the complex density and ρ̃ the effective density given by:

ρt = ρ − ρ2
f

ρ̃
(A18)

ρ̃ = i

ω

η

k(ω)
. (A19)

Attenuation effects of the Biot’s theory are described by the imaginary part of the effective density ρ̃. In this expression ε̃ corresponds to
the effective permittivity introducing conduction and electro-osmotic dissipation:

ε̃ = ε0εrT + i

ω
σ (ω) − ρ̃(ω)L2(ω). (A20)

A P P E N D I X B : S E I S M O - E L E C T RO M A G N E T I C F I E L D S I N T H E P O RO U S
C Y L I N D R I C A L S A M P L E

Similarly to Hu & Wang (2000) study for a fluid-filled borehole, we consider an axisymetric porous system under vertical seismic excitation
generating P-SV waves. According to Pride & Haartsen (1996), four different propagation modes should be taken into account: fast and
slow P waves (P f and P s) as longitudinal modes and S and electromagnetic (em) waves as transverse modes. Nevertheless, we neglect
electromagnetic modes generating electroosmotic displacements in the absence of significant source.

B1 Seismomagnetic coupling from extensional modes

The total displacement u can be expressed in the (i r , i θ , i z) coordinate system by:

ue = AP f ∇�P f + APs ∇�Ps + AS ∇ × (S iθ ), (B1)

where �P f and �Ps are scalar potentials and  S a vector potential satisfiying the Helmholtz decomposition with wavenumbers l j = ω s j . In
the case of the vertical seismic source, the potentials can be expressed by:{

�P f = I0(ηP f r ) eike z and �Ps = I0(ηPs r ) eike z

S = I1(ηS r ) eike z,
(B2)

where I i are the modified Bessel’s function of order i and η j ( j = P f , P s or S ) are related to the axial wavenumber k e of extensional waves
(in the vertical direction z) by the relation:

η j =
√

k2
e − l2

j , (B3)
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where l j = ω s j are the radial wavenumbers of each mode. Then, components of the displacement u can be calculated:

ue=

⎡
⎢⎣

AP f ηP f I1(ηP f r ) + APs ηPs I1(ηPs r ) − i ke As I1(ηS r )

0

i ke AP f I0(ηP f r ) + i ke APs I0(ηPs r ) + As ηs I0(ηS r )

⎤
⎥⎦

( r, θ, z )

eike z . (B4)

According to Pride & Haartsen (1996), the seismoelectric field can be deduced via appropriate coefficients β j for each propagation mode:

Ee =

⎡
⎢⎣

βP f AP f ηP f I1(ηP f r ) + βPs APs ηPs I1(ηPs r ) − i ke βS As I1(ηS r )

0

i ke βP f AP f I0(ηP f r ) + i ke βPs APs I0(ηPs r ) + βs As ηs I0(ηS r )

⎤
⎥⎦

( r, θ, z )

eike z, (B5)

where coefficients β j are given by:

β j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

i ωLρ̃

ε̃

(
Hs2

j −ρ

Cs2
j −ρ f

)
f or j = Pf orPs

−iωμρ̃L G
ρ f

(
s2

j − ρ
G

s2
j −με̃

)
for j = S,

(B6)

where ρ, C and M formation parameters are given by eqs (A5) and (A6). Then, the seismomagnetic field H can be deduced from classical
Maxwell’s equation:

H = − i

ω μ
(∇ × E) , (B7)

where μ is the magnetic permeability of the free space. Combined with eq. (6), this equation leads to:

He =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
1

iμ ω s2
S AS βS I1(ηS r )

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

( r, θ, z )

eike z . (B8)

By comparison with eq. (B4) we get:

He,θ = 1

iμ

βS s2
S

ke

dus,r

dt
. (B9)

This equation shows that the seismomagnetic field associated to extensional waves is proportional to the grain velocity of S waves via the
dynamic variables β S , s2

S and ke.

B2 Seismomagnetic coupling from S waves

On the other hand, seismomagnetic coupling can be generated by pure S waves. Using the same procedure, we can obtain the expressions of
seismoelectric and magnetic fields

Es =

⎡
⎢⎣

−i ks I1(ηS r )

0

ηs I0(ηS r )

⎤
⎥⎦

( r, θ, z )

AS βS eiks z (B10)

and

Hs =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
1

iμ ω s2
S AS βS I1(ηS r )

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

( r, θ, z )

eiks z (B11)

leading to

Hs,θ = 1

iμ

βS s2
S

ks

dus,r

dt
. (B12)

This expression shows that the seismomagnetic field is proportional to the grain velocity of s waves similarly to extensional mode (note
the difference of coefficient with k s instead of ke).
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B3 Low frequency approximation

As suggested by Garambois & Dietrich (2001), the low frequency approximation leads to a significantly simpler form of eq. (B12). Using the
same procedure (not detailed here) we use the zero frequency value of the S wave slowness:

s2
S = ρt

G
. (B13)

Using the zero frequency electrokinetic coupling L0, the β S coefficient can be expressed by:

βS = iωμL0
G ρ f

ρt
. (B14)

Leading to the relation:

Hs,θ = ωL0
ρ f

ks

dus,r

dt
= Hθ = L0ρ f

√
G

ρ

dus,r

dt
. (B15)

Using the definition of the electrokinetic coupling:

L0 = − φ

α∞

ε0 κ f ζ

η
(B16)

we get:

Hs,θ = − φ

α∞

ε0 κ f ζ

η
ρ f

√
G

ρ

dus,r

dt
. (B17)

Using the same procedure, we get the expression of the seismomagnetic field associated to extensional modes:

He,θ = − φ

α∞

ε0 κ f ζ

η
ρ f

√
E

ρ

dus,r

dt
, (B18)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the sample defined by eq. (10). The low frequency approximation shows that the seismomagnetic field
is proportional to the radial grain velocity associated to S waves. The transfert function depends on the origin of the seismic propagation (S
or extensional waves), via the phase velocities

√
E/ρ and

√
G/ρ. A simple comparison of the transfert functions from eqs (B12) and (B17)

leads to the conclusion that the error from low frequency approximation is lower than 2 per cent in the range of 100–3000 Hz.
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A P P E N D I X C : N O TAT I O N S

Table C1. List of Notations.

α∞ Tortuosity
ε0 Dielectric constant of the free space ε0 = 885 418 782 × 10−12

εrT , εr f , εrs Dielectric constants (total, fluid and solid)
ε̃ Effective permittivity cf. eq. (A20)
η Fluid viscosity
k0 Measured permeability 5.8 × 10−12 m2

k(ω) Dynamic permeability cf. eq. (A13)

� Pore geometry parameter � =
√

κ0 m α∞
φ

ρ f , ρ s and ρ Fluid, solid and total bulk density ρ = φρ f + (1 − φ)ρ s

ρ t Complex density cf. eq. (A18)
ρ̃ Effective density cf. eq. (A19)
σ f Electrical conductivity of the fluid 3.1 S m−1

σ s Electrical conductivity of the grains
σ (ω) Effective conductivity cf. eq. (A12)
τ B General stress tensor τ B = φ τ f + (1 − φ) τ s

τ f and τ s Fluid and solid stress tensor
φ Porosity
ω Pulsation
ωc Critical frequency ωc = φ

α∞κ0

η
ρ f

ζ Zeta potential
C ek Electrofiltration coupling

d Debye length d = 3·10−10√
C0

G Frame shear modulus
E and H Seismo-electric and seismo-magnetic fields
H Elastic constant H = K G + 4 G

K G Gassman’s modulus KG = K f r +φK f +(1+φ)Ks�

1+�

K fr, K f and K s Frame, fluid and grain bulk moduli
L(ω) Dynamic electrokinetic coupling cf. eq. (3)
L0 Static electrokinetic coupling cf. eq. (4)
m Geometrical parameter of the pores 2 ≤ m ≤ 8
p Pore pressure
Sw Saturation coefficient
us , u f Displacement of the solid and the fluid
u Total displacement
w Volume average filtration (fluid flow) w = φ (us −uf )
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